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Artist Statement
I have a passion for designing and working with fabric. This leads to con nuing
experimenta on and development of new ways to manipulate fabric for surface
design. Working with fabrics requires not only a resolu on of the visual aspect, a
playing with shape and colour, but also freely “pain ng” with fabric pieces in
construc ng the finished work.
My work to date is an eclec c collec on of art quilts – that is, I have o en done
work in series using the same basic design elements or ideas changed only by
colour, size and/or posi on. I have tended to explore “what ifs?”. This has led to
con nuing experiments in piecework, in my original curved‐strip piecing technique,
in raw edge applique or assemblage, pain ng on fabrics, digital copying of my
photography to fabric, and other methods which bring forth the most important
element of the surface design which I envision. My interest in nature and the
environment con nues, with the juxtaposi on of shapes, sizes and colours.
Over the years I have been designing in fabric, I realize it ma ers that I convey the
ideas I have in mind to the viewer of the work. It is not the technique I used to
achieve it, nor the “how many hours did this take” ques on, but hopefully the
message or the enjoyment the viewer visualizes is the paramount element of my
art quilts.
It is also a pleasure to do commission work for specific and special reasons.
This calls on the crea ve muse and imagina on to concentrate on the best and
most exci ng resolu on – a challenge that I enjoy. My commissions have ranged
from a university board room to television, as well as for individual pleasure and
celebra on.
All these direc ons, individually and together, con nually provide endless
possibili es for
crea ng visually
exci ng surface
designs in my art
quilts
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Curatorial Statement
Marilyn Stewart Stothers |Art Quilt Maker
Home | Winnipeg, the Red River, the backyard, the garden, family
Buildings | Discouraged from higher pursuing educa on in Architecture in the
1950s, architectural constructs now used in the quilts, inspired by Winnipeg’s
contemporary and historic architecture, the historic log cabin pa ern,
intrigued with modernist Bauhaus design and aesthe c
Nature | Environmental concerns, flowers, the power of nature (floods),
swimming, the skies, the beach, landscapes
Structure | Stripes (some mes curved and some mes straight), elementary shapes
(squares, rectangles, triangles), fine finishing / raw edges, colours, light and dark,
using both sides of the quilt for diﬀerent purposes, open to ideas
Tradi on | knowledge of past quilt tradi on but more excited by
untried possibili es

Andrea Reichert
Manitoba Cra s Museum and Library Curator

Reflections and Illusions I
1984
This quilt was the first in a series tled "Reflec ons and Illusions" created by placing
circles within squares. The object of this work was to contrast horizontal straight
lines with horizontal curving lines as the background colours move in ever
increasing widths through light to dark values of blue. The op cal eﬀect is vibrant
and mys cal.
Original design using both straight strip and curved strip piecing; hand and machine
quil ng, hand finished. The back of quilt is also pieced and related to front surface
design.
This piece was exhibited in the Oﬃce of the Director of the Manitoba Arts Council,
1986.
64" x 34"
Co on & poly/co on fabrics; polyester filling.

Curving Cubes I
1984
"I like to paint with fabric, and so I developed a fabric piecing method that I call
‘curved strip‐piecing’. The fascina ng dimensional illusions of the cube challenged me
to use curved strip‐piecing in a cascading stream of colours flowing over these cubes,
weaving in and out, reflec on in diﬀerent light sources ‐ like the paths of life."
‐ From Quilts: The State of and Art
Machine strip‐pieced using the ar st's own technique of curved strip‐piecing to
accentuate the dimensional illusions of the cubes; hand and machine quilted, hand
finished.
This quilt was selected as the only Canadian hanging from over 900 Interna onal
entries for Quilt Na onal 1985 in Athens, Ohio, and was one of 34 selected for the
touring por on of the exhibit.
53" x 55"
Co on & poly/co on fabrics; polyester filling

Curving Cubes II
1985
"In Curving Cubes II the cube appears in succession behind a grid; some mes the grid
is flat, other mes it is dimensional. The use of the triangle shapes, which change in
colour, add to the feeling of movement. This quilt is the second in a sculptural series
that u lizes many shapes 'to tease the eye of the viewer.' The reverse side of the quilt
is a completely diﬀerent design in which the cube reappears.”
‐ From Hands All Around ‐ Quilts from Many Na ons
Machine pieced with curved strip‐piecing and other methods; hand and machine
quilted; and hand finished. The backing is designed as part of the quilt ‐ this work is
best viewed from both sides.
This quilt was selected for several quilt shows in 1986 and 1987, and was published in
Hands All Around – Quilts from Many Na ons, E.P. Du on Publisher, 1987.
74" x 74"
Co on, poly/co on fabrics; polyester filling

Along Shaded Trails II – Fuschias
1992
This work is the second in a series exploring images in nature using as a background a
tradi onal quilt block design with a nature tle. Here the tradi onal block ‐ Shaded
Trails ‐ has been reshaped and adapted as the background for the two hanging
fuschias. A dimensional and rounding feeling to the piece is due to the colours and
values of light to dark in the la ce weaving of the background shapes or 'trellis'.
The sky and the rest of the garden is revealed through the trellis openings.
The back of this work is tradi onal pieced patchwork pa ern Shaded Trails, showing
the tradi onal way this block would be used, with light and dark opposing elements.
Surface design is a machine pieced printed fabric background with the foreground
fuschias freely cut, placed and machine s tched to the pieced background. All machine
quilted, hand finished.
68.5” x 60”
Co on, Co on/Polyester Fabrics, Co on Flannele e Filling

Shadows in the Garden
1995
The images resul ng from curved strip‐piecing resemble abstract female curves and
shadows in a garden of flowers, which lead to the finished resolu on of the work.
Two diﬀering fabric composi ons – diagonal printed stripes, and light to dark value
printed florals ‐ were randomly assembled using curved strip piecing. The female
image was appliqued by machine. It was machine quilted and hand finished.
This piece was part of a Solo Exhibit in the Piano Nobile Gallery at the
Centennial Concert Hall (1995 – 1996) and in the Interna onal Quilt Fes val
in Houston, Texas, 1996.
55.5" x 44.5"
Co on fabrics; co on flannele e filling.

Wild Flowers
1998
The development of the surface design was most important ‐ not the technique.
This work was not pre‐planned ‐ it fell into place and it was fun. The idea was to have
'flowers'. The shadows in the garden occurred naturally. There is something joyful and
free about flowers especially in a prairie winter's memory.
The background fabrics were assembled by ar st's curved strip‐piecing method in 'log
cabin' varia on; flowers and vase were freely cut and sewn.
35.25” x 51.25”
Co on fabric; co on flannele e filling; stems ‐ acrylic painted canvas.

Trio #1 ‐ Home
2000
This work is made in three sec ons. The two outside pieces in black and white,
represent my home amid the trees on the Red River. The centre sec on represents
the blues and turquoises of the sky and river reflec ons. The desire was to make a
simple colour composi on ‐ a relaxing yet posi ve, even contempla ve surface.
Pieced in curved and straight strip‐piecing, machine quilted, and hand finished. The
three sec ons are joined with Velcro a achments at the top.
This piece was included in Oﬀ the Wall Interna onal Exhibi on in Larbert, Scotland,
2004 and was also displayed at SITE Gallery in Winnipeg.
48.5 x 49.5
Co on fabrics; co on filling; co on, polyester, rayon threads.

Trio #3 ‐ Dance!
2002
This art quilt went a way of its own…bright colours on black fabric, the white dots,
the "background" in juxtaposi on with the two moving figures suggested mo on ‐
dancing to the drum beater, all taking place as I "played" with the fabric!
Dance! Jazz! Happiness!
The two outside panels have original abstract images created from random strips
of curved strip‐pieced fabrics. The centre panel is assembled from printed striped
curved‐strip pieced fabrics recut into smaller designs. Machine surface‐s tched.
This is the first me this work has been exhibited publicly.
59" x 52.5”
Co on fabrics; flannele e filling; co on/polyester and rayon threads.

Trio #4 ‐ Summer in the City (or 38/48)
2004
On a hot summer day in July my mind turned to working with as many reds,
oranges and hot yellows as I could assemble to make one feel "hot" just to look at
this gathering of colour. City tall building shapes, heat waves from the streets,
dark windows with blinds pulled shut, and s ck‐people words to describe this
summer "heat" all came together at "38 degrees Celsius/48 degrees humidex."
The two outside panels are curve cut, sewn using the ar st's curved strip‐piecing
technique. The centre panel is fused and sewn. Machine s tched, quilted and hand
finished.
This piece was juried into Tac le Architecture in Houston, Texas in 2003,
and traveled the USA through 2004. It was also juried into the
Waterloo County 12th Annual Interna onal Quilt Fes val in 2007.
63.25” x 40.5”
Co on fabrics; flannele e filling; co on, polyester, rayon threads; prin ng.

Street Vibes
2003
This two panel work may be hung ver cally or horizontally.
Hung ver cally ‐ vibrant energy waves rise randomly from the street in front of tall
building images ‐ strong energy vibes from people, events, noise, environment, and
surroundings.
Hung horizontally ‐ stairs or steps are in the background ‐ with undula ng waves of
kine c energy, from the same sources, crisscrossing the surface.
Both portray movement, flexibility, and the juxtaposi on of colour to give a sense of
vitality and energy to the viewer. This is the second in a series of works exploring
randomly adding strips of fabric to the surface design.
The two separate panels are assembled by machine piecing. Machine appliqued
"streamers" randomly added to surface design and machine zigzag s tching are
mirrored in the quil ng component.
This piece was juried into Oﬀ the Wall in Larbert, Scotland, 2004 and was also
displayed at SITE Gallery in Winnipeg.
Total size: 41” x 45.25" (as displayed ver cally)
Co on fabrics; co on filling; co on polyester, rayon threads

Painting with Triangles: Interactions #5 Caribbean Rhythms
2004
The piece was worked in the simple geometric shapes of squares and triangles, with
colours arranged in juxtaposi on with one another for maximum visual eﬀect. The
vivid colours and shapes vibrate to the Caribbean steel pan drumming, the blue/
turquoise of sky and water, the reds, oranges and yellows of island tropical flowers,
the green of sun and shadow, the vitality of Caribbean people on water and on land.
The fabric for each colour is actually a collage, of small pieces assembled from a
pale e of randomly cut triangles “painted / placed” in a pleasing arrangement all
fused to a larger background base and machine over‐s tched to filling and backing;
hand and machine finished.
This piece was invited to the 2004 CQA (Canadian Quilt Associa on Conference
exhibit), at the University of Manitoba, and at Manitoba Quilts, at the Winnipeg Art
Gallery. It was also juried into O Canada at the Interna onal Quilt Fes val in Houston,
Texas in 2002.
50"x 51"
Co on fabrics; co on filling; co on/polyester threads.

Photo Series #1 ‐ My Red ‐ Then and Now
2005
My home and studio are on 2.5 acres of Red River bank property. I love watching the
river and its environment through many changes of seasons. Thus it is of great
concern to observe the damage to the riverbank from successive spring and summer
floods especially since 2000. Spring floods do their own damage, but summer
flooding, in the growing season, weakens the soil and especially the trees.
It is devasta ng. The tradi onal Log Cabin arrangement of lights and darks
symbolize my home.
Collage of many personal photos printed on fabric with computer pigment‐based ink
and machine s tched.
This piece was in the <SITE> Gallery 10th Anniversary Exhibit, 2007.
27" x 27"
Co on fabrics; flannele e filling; co on/polyester threads.

Photo Series #2
Hillside Beach
2006
This piece is the second in the Photo Series of work using selec ons from my own
photography ‐ this me of Hillside Beach on Lake Winnipeg where we rented a
co age. I chose to depict nature's arrangements of the sand and rocks with less
emphasis on the lake waters. However the memory of two of my grandsons enjoying
the waves was needed to complete the composi on.
Pigment dye‐based digital prin ng by computer on co on of ar st's photography;
collaged, fused, machine s tched, hand finished.
49.25" x 27"
Co on fabrics; flannele e filling; co on/polyester threads.

Three Star Blocks Revisited
2013
1. Castle Keep
– Jinny Beyer, 1979 pattern
2. Flying Bat or Four Doves
– Traditional, 1898 pattern
3. Kaleidostar
– Virginia Tolson, 1979 pattern
The quilt block designs of the past are
s ll relevant and adaptable graphic
images for the work of today. I wanted
to try my idea of making that statement.
Background is black and white stripe
fabric on which the individual fabric
pa ern pieces of the design are
arranged and fused. Machine s tched
and hand finished.
Each Block: 20" x 20"
Co on fabrics and filling; co on/
polyester threads; applied by fusing.

Winnipeg Series ‐ Walking in the City
2013
This work con nues a series based on Winnipeg buildings, using my personal
photography and prin ng on fabric. In this composi on, the juxtaposi on of ver cal
and horizontal strips, in colour sequence around a centre square, reminisces the
tradi onal quilt/art design of the "log cabin" – “my” home. There is fun in the
challenge of visually iden fying and fi ng together the half buildings! Walking
through Winnipeg streets I am aware of architectural diversity regarding the
contemporary and the historical ‐ a fascina on of the art of architecture ‐ shapes,
sizes, colours, history, situa ons. Winnipeg is where I live and walk....
Personal photographs of selected architectural buildings in Winnipeg, Manitoba
are computer pigment‐ink‐printed in colour or black and white on fabric;
collaged, then fused to a background fabric, machine s tched;
wrapped around the ar st‐made wood form.
12” x 12”
Co on fabrics & filling; co on/poly threads; photography studio printed on fabric.

Ode to the Bauhaus 1919 to 2019
2019
My desire was:
1) to intui vely 'paint' using raw‐edged fabrics without the usual fabric piecing,
appliqueing, seaming etc.;
2) to design a composi on with simple geometric shape, in each case based on the
circle, or square, or triangle – i.e. the simple basics of the Bauhaus movement;
3) to collage with colour values appearing as if actually painted;
4) to visually add surface 'texture' with the fabric un‐seamed edges.
I live in a house designed by an architect who was inspired by the
Bauhaus movement.
Colour‐selected, randomly cut fabric shapes are arranged into a new composi on,
fused to a background and randomly machine over‐s tched; thus pain ng a
pleasing colour arrangement/shape on a larger fabric backing base.
24" x 48" each panel; there are 11 design varia ons to intermix
Co on fabrics; co on filling; co on/polyester threads.

The Manitoba Cra s Museum and Library (MCML)
is dedicated to collec ng, preserving and interpre ng
historical and contemporary cra s within the cultural
mosaic of Manitoba. By providing resources and
community focused programs, we work to inspire
engagement with the art of cra .”
Manitoba Cra s Museum & Library
1‐329 Cumberland Avenue
Winnipeg, MB R3B 1T2
1.204.615.3951 | mcml@c2centreforcra .ca
www.c2centreforcra .ca
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